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Effective management of business trips 

 
 

 The best agency of Business Travel with a turnover of  
up to 3 billion rub.  

Winner of Buying Business Travel Awards Russia & CIS 2017   
 

Online Booking Tool  



Online Booking system.  
Main advantages. 

 

 Guaranteed minimal fares, clarity of prices; 
 

 Automate selection, issuance and booking process; 
 

 Comfortable order management 
 
 
 
 
 



Main interface  



Air tickets 

 Simple and complex routes booking (up to 5 segments) 

 Group registration (up to 4 people) in one order at time 

 Cost Control Function 

 Ability to send selected flights by e-mail 

 Taking into account the company's travel policy 

 Search by minimum cost or by schedule 

 Convenient flight filter 

 Tripartite agreements 

 Fixing the minimum and maximum prices while booking 

 Travel Template 

 Mile cards registration 

 



Air tickets 



Flight details 



 Railway tickets 

 Registration of electronic railway tickets 
 Seat selection and electronic registration 
 Taking into account the company's travel policy 
 Additional service (selection of service class) 
 Instruction on rules and tariffs 
 Possibility for online tickets return 
 Registration of RZD bonus cards 
 4 tickets in 1 order 
 Automatic check-up system for duplicate tickets 

 



Railway tickets  



Railway tickets: selecting an option 



Hotels 

 Large selection of accommodation options 
 The best price solution 
 Taking into account the company's travel policy 
 Information about penalties and cancellations 
 Early and late check-in, meals 
 Automatic voucher registration 
 Hotel rating by Trip Advisor 
 Hotel search within the specified radius or address 

 



Hotels: searching for the best option 



Hotels: selecting an option 



Other orders 

 You are able to choose other services with the help of agent 
 The application is formed on the basis of text you write in the request field  
  Order deadline control 



Searching for an order 

 You are able to search the necessary order by any of the parameters 
below :  

- order number  
- reservation number  
- date of travel  
- date of order creation  
- user  
- passenger 
- order status 
 You are able to sort your orders on "My orders" and "My colleagues’ 

orders"  
 You are able to make settings to filters and create templates 



  Searching for an order  



Travel policy control 
 

1. System automatically monitors established limits, classes of service and 
other restrictions to be maintained 

2. Ability to make different settings according to type of service: air, 
railway, hotels  

3. Policy inheritance and muti-level association to:  
       -  person 
       -  unit 
       -  organization 
       -   group of companies  
4. System registers travel policy incompliance reasons and calculates the 

amount of such cases in % (air tickets) 
5. System takes unit codes into consideration 
6. Ability to create budget codes  
7. Ability build all types of authorization systems: from simple to 

complicated ones 



Travel policy control by online booking tool 



Automatic price control: airline tickets 
 

• Automatic re-registration at a 
cheaper rate 



Travel calendar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Travel calendar shows your current and expected trips for the next 
30 days.  
History of trips for the requested period is also available. 



Contact details 

+7 (495) 517-42-42 

 

 
 

Alekseev Bogdan (ex.1662) 
Shagvaleev Rinat (ex.1661) 

alekseev@alavia.ru 
shagvaleev@alavia.ru 
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